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About alcemy

The Berlin-based start-up alcemy was founded in 2018 by Leopold Spenner and Dr. Robert
Meyer. Their vision: to bring the concrete and cement industry into a new, digital and more
sustainable age. To fulfill this vision, the young company uses machine learning and control
technology to predict the quality properties of cement and concrete. Through resilient data
and smart algorithms, alcemy provides relevant insights along the entire value chain in real
time - from the cradle at cement grinding to the processing of concrete on the construction
site. This enables the production of sustainable and significantly CO2-reduced cements and
concretes and turns the handcrafted natural product into a data-based high-tech product. With
alcemy's solution, manufacturers in this very CO2-intensive industry benefit from higher
quality, reduced production costs and massive CO2 savings. Currently, alcemy's software is
already running successfully in plants in the GSA region, Benelux and the USA.

Facts about alcemy

Unternehmen: alcemy GmbH

Founded: 2018

Founders: Leopold Spenner und Dr. Robert Meyer

Based in: Berlin

Team: 30 Employees

Customers: Buzzi Unicem/Dyckerhoff, Märker, Rohrdorfer, Spenner

Webseite: https://alcemy.tech/en/

Contact

Hoang Anh Nguyen | Communications
Phone: +49 1579 2538995
Mail: hoang.nguyen@alcemy.tech
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What makes us alcemy

The young company has a clear mission: alcemy wants to sustainably transform one of the
most emissions-intensive industrial processes and thus counteract the climate crisis. But that's
not all: alcemy not only supports the industry in becoming more climate-friendly, but also in
making a leap into a digital age - away from manual quality assurance to automated,
data-driven processes. alcemy is thus the essential ingredient for sustainable cement and
concrete.

Sustainability
Sustainability is deeply rooted in the company's core. With the cement and concrete industry,
for example, alcemy is dedicated to reduce CO2 emissions in one of the industries with the
highest emissions. Cement production alone accounts for two percent of total German and
eight percent of global CO2 emissions. Experts expect the demand for concrete to increase
sharply worldwide. In order to meet the rising demand, the industry faces the challenge of
finding ways of producing cement and concrete with less CO2. And this is exactly what the
Berlin-based start-up offers.

Data-driven quality
Today, the quality control of cement and concrete is still based on the know-how and intuition
of the mixing engineers. alcemy, on the other hand, offers its customers a solution that
sustainably ensures the quality of concrete and cement and puts an end to the
time-consuming, manual testing of the building material. With the implementation of alcemy,
companies have the opportunity for the first time to optimize their production process using
reliable and transparent data along the entire value chain and to be able to offer concrete and
cement with consistent quality. This makes inefficiencies a thing of the past.

Products

alcemy's product portfolio follows the value chain from the cradle at cement grinding to the
processing of concrete on the construction site. Data collected during production in the
laboratory or via sensors in the plant or truck are sent to alcemy via interfaces. Thus, alcemy
offers an intelligent quality monitoring and automation solution with highest precision. This
is a big win for all concrete and cement producers: alcemy's predictive quality control enables
40 percent less variation in quality compared to today's manual and reactive control, with 80
percent less manual intervention.
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alcemy for concrete
alcemy's AI-supported software runs both in the ready-mix concrete plant and in the truck
mixer. For a large part of the batches, manual intervention by mixing foremen is still required
today. With the help of alcemy technology, manual intervention is no longer necessary. In
addition, fluctuations in the spread are reduced by up to 50 percent. In this way, alcemy
provides laboratory assistants and mixing engineers with the right digital tools to carry out
manual work steps in a much simpler, more automated and more efficient way.

alcemy for cement
alcemy's AI software for intelligent quality control is the tool for producing the highest
quality cements. The technology empowers manufacturers to continuously analyze
quality-related data. In doing so, the intelligent algorithms enable target values to optimize
cement production in real time. With this new approach, the start-up helps manufacturing
companies find increasingly complex cement formulations for a decarbonized future.

Mission:
alcemy enables the concrete and cement industry, one of the world's most CO2-intensive
industries, to become more climate-friendly and efficient using its AI-powered software.

Vision:
alcemy sets the global standard for technology-led decarbonization of the concrete and
cement industry.
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